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A BRAND RENEWED
Celebrating its 110th anniversary, our club is the oldest civic organization in Dallas and has an extraordinary
legacy of promoting excellence in advertising. Despite all of its success though, AAF Dallas has struggled in
recent years with brand awareness. Our team was charged with reversing this trend through a brand refresh
that included developing a new identity and creating tools to support a consistent brand image moving forward.
To accomplish this we focused on the following 4 key areas.

Our first task was the design and implementation of a new AAF Dallas logo. This mark would need to reflect
our club’s unique heritage, as well as embrace the future of the organization.
(Tab A)

Second, we completed a brand overview and logo guidelines booklet for the club. It includes a short narrative
about AAF Dallas called the Brand Story and Brand Traits, which function as a checklist for all AAF Dallas
messaging. It also includes guidelines for the proper use of the brand logo, color and typeface.
(Tab B)

Next, we outlined the actual process for creating and producing all communications for the club. This document
clarifies team roles and responsibilities, timing of projects, contact information and includes a process map.
(Tab C)

And lastly, we formed a diverse Marcom team to address the variety and high volume of club communication
needs. This group includes writers, art directors, designers, project managers as well as a new board position
to manage all aspects of the club’s public relations and social presence.
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REGULAR COMMUNICATIONS WITH MEMBERS

Vehicle 1: Email
(Tab D)

Goal: Grow open rates of our email communications and reduce unsubscribe rate by 5%.

Summary: The primary way for our club to communicate with members and non-members about events and
other club activities is via email blasts. In order to maintain open rates, minimize the unsubscribe rate and
compete with the large amount of clutter that accumulates in everyone’s in box, we focused our attention on
the effectiveness of subject lines, email timing, use of impactful graphics and provocative copy throughout
each campaign. With a clear process in place and having each team member concentrating on their specific
tasks, we avoided last-minute, ineffective communications by significantly shortening the development time of
creative assets, which also helped avoid team member burnout.

Target Audience: Current members and prospective members on our subscriber list. Segmented list includes:
ADDYs winners, previous ADDY participants and event attendees.

Budget: $150 per month subscription for email and website through StarChapter subscription. Donated
creative development and account management valued at approximately $5,000.

Distribution System: StarChapter account to a general subscriber base.

Results: We sent 10 email blasts to approximately 2,900 subscribers between November and February.
Emails were found to be opened at a higher rate on weekdays and early evening hours. We experienced
open rates as high as 22% and an average unsubscribe rate of just under 5.
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Vehicle 2: Social Media
(Tab E)

Goal: To increase overall social engagement by 15% by developing a content strategy that provides useful
resources, industry news, and networking opportunities to advertising professionals in the Dallas area.

Summary: In order to create more engaging organic content on our social channels, our PR and Social Media
chair continued to work closely with the creative team to develop evergreen and event focused content that
delivered a consistent look and feel to our consumers. In addition to this, we worked with all board members
to develop a content calendar to highlight key topics, events, and any cultural moment we wanted to speak to
during each month. This allowed board members to have more visibility and input into the content creation
process. It also gave us the opportunity to speak to more relevant topics in-between event and ADDYs
promotions including industry articles and resources.

Target Audience: Current members and prospective members that include client-side marketers, traditional
and digital agency employees in Dallas.

Budget: $800 annual budget for paid social advertisements. Donated strategy, creative resources and account
management valued at approximately $22,000.

Distribution System: Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin and Instagram.

Results:
Facebook followers: + 4%
Twitter followers: + 2%
Instagram followers: + 28%
Linkedin followers: + 50%
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Vehicle 3: Website
(Tab F)

Goal: Launch new website and optimize it to best serve our club’s needs.

Summary: In August, 2018, we successfully launched our new website through StarChapter subscription
service. Our objective was to make a smooth transition to a hosting solution owned by our club. As with any
new website, we experienced much needed benefits as well as incurring some challenges.

On the plus side, the site provides a back-end that is easy to update while allowing us to track our members
usage. It also gives added-value to our corporate members by allowing their logos to scroll along the bottom
of each page of the site. Some of the challenges we’ve experienced are with Google Analytics compatibility
and the limited design options within website template.

We also folded the annual ADDY’s event site into the main website. Previously, we utilized a custom site based
on a design submitted by a partner agency. Our desire was to create a simplified, responsive solution that
would drive a higher number of submissions than previous years.

Target Audience: Current members, event attendees advertising and marketing professionals.

Budget: $1,550 startup fee. $150 per month subscription.

Distribution System: www.aafdallas.org

Results: Since our August launch there were a total of 25,827 visits. 11,899 of those were unique visits with
a peak of 420 unique visitors in one day.
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Vehicle 4: ADDYs Marketing
(Tab G)

Goal: To increase attendance and number of entries by 20%.

Summary: In order to increase our chances of achieving our goals, we first established a partnership with
our 2018 Best in Show winner, Richards/Lerma, in June to give them plenty of time for creative development.
We then built a large committee of 12 members to handle the enormous amount of work it takes to ensure a
successful event. In July, we chose the theme “Locally Grown” out of a possible 4 options and announced it
on social media and email. Our ADDYs kick-off party was held in late October, about 5 weeks earlier than
previous years, which helped us extend our season.

The ADDYs were also promoted much more than in year’s past. In addition to advertising the theme kick-off
party, happy hour and gala, we also came up with multiple topics to post about during the Addy’s season
including new categories, judges promotions, sponsorship information, a countdown to the entry deadline,
and even a video on “How to Enter the Addy’s”.

Finally, we partnered with AdChatDFW, a local media company that promotes all things advertising in the
DFW area and were invited to use their platform to promote our event at no charge.

Target Audience: Current members and event attendees.

Budget: Donated strategy, creative resources, account management and production valued at approximately
$220,000.

Distribution System: AdChatDFW, Facebook, Email, Instagram and Twitter.

Results: We recieved 608 professional entries, which was a 40% increase from the previous year. We also
anticipate a sold-out show.
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Vehicle 5: Luncheon Series Marketing
(Tab H)

Goal: To increase event attendance by 15% and elevate awareness and perception of our innovative
luncheon program.

Summary: Building on last year’s success, we continued to grow awareness for the “Food for Thought”
luncheon series by surrounding it with engaging graphics and messaging highlighting the industry thought
leaders who were featured speakers each month. We also created themed luncheon programs and
powerpoint templates to support our speakers and create a unified campaign look and feel for each event.
Having less events with longer lead times, we were able to focus on in-depth creative exploration and
a wide variety of branded communication pieces supporting all of the luncheons.

Target Audience: Current members and Advertising professionals in Dallas.

Budget: Donated strategy, creative resources and account management valued at approximately $30,000.

Distribution System: Website, Facebook, Email blasts, Instagram and Twitter.

Results: We had an increase in average attendance by 40%.
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Exhibit A – Logo Design
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Exhibit B – Brand Guidelines
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Exhibit B – Brand Guidelines (cont.)
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Exhibit C – Communications Process
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Exhibit D – Email

Luncheon email

Happy hour email

ADDY theme announcement email
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Exhibit E – Social Media

Instagram

Facebook

Linkedin

Twitter
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Exhibit E – Social Media (cont.)

Content Calendar

Evergreen Posts
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Exhibit F – Website

aafdallas.org

StarChapter dashboard
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Exhibit G – ADDYs

Instagram

harvestyourwork.com

Twitter

Twitter
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Exhibit H – Luncheon Series Marketing

Program
Email

Instagram

Facebook
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